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At LIFE Crypto, we are building towards a seamless crypto payment
infrastructure, and we’re making it easy.
The LIFE Crypto app will be the backbone to support cross chain
compatibility, a wide variety of tokens, bank transfers, and retail
transactions. All with the simplicity of using @username identification
vs the complex coding system today.
As LIFE moves forward we will release multiple app phases and business
collaborations which include fiat ramping, debit cards, DEX, exchange
listings, and retail/crypto partnerships.
This is progress, at the speed of LIFE.

The LIFE Team is building a comprehensive suite of products that are easy
to use no matter the level of experience one has with cryptocurrencies or
blockchain.
Our vision is to bridge crypto with everyday transactions in the real world,
while adding the simplicity of username identification and the versatility of a
multi-chain wallet.
LIFE token is the key to the entire ecosystem. It plays a vital role in staking,
app functionality, retail purchases, bank transfers, and LIFE debit card
transactions.
LIFE is a new kind of money.
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LIFE Token powers the infrastructure being built by the LIFE Team and by
fiduciaries from our partner ecosystem. LIFE Token is a fixed supply of 10
billion tokens, initially launching on the Ethereum mainnet.
LIFE as an ERC20 based token benefits from Ethereum’s battle-tested
security architecture and the ongoing innovations from it’s large opensource community. With the upcoming ETH V2 release, LIFE has the
advantage of being highly upgradable and can integrate more seamlessly
with bridges to other EVM compatible chains for token swaps or sending
and receiving, such as Polygon, BSC, Cosmos, etc.
The LIFE wallet will offer a unique advantage by being multi chain
compatible and support a high number of tokens, allowing the user to
receive and send various cryptocurrencies with the ease of @ username
functionality.
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The LIFE Wallet is easy.
With highly curated features and secure defi protocols, LIFE is creating a
simple and safe user experience to onboard and engage investors of any
experience level. With one powerful wallet, crypto transfers, retail
purchases, and elite passive income earning potential are available at
the touch of a button.
The LIFE wallet is evolving.
LIFE’s multi-chain wallet is strategically positioned to set the pace for
the fast-moving innovation of the cryptocurrency sector. With flexible
protocols that allow LIFE to bridge to the most advanced blockchain
technologies, LIFE will always have the best offerings in terms speed,
fees and reliability.

The LIFE wallet is ready.
The time is now to bridge the blockchain to the real-world,
and LIFE is pushing that reality forward with high-speed
transactions between LIFE wallet users via simple @ username
functionality. Online shopping, ordering takeout, sending
money to friends, all within our secure wallet.

LIFE holders are able to earn passive income by staking LIFE tokens on our
website’s native best-in-class staking platform, and across services such as
providing liquidity to partner DEXs and even our own DEX in the future.
LIFE offers one the most competitive single asset staking platforms in the
market, with flexible earning and time period options, all fully secured by
audited smart contracts.
You will not find a more competitive staking service than our 39% 12 month
duration. We offer this incentive to our community as we work with passion
to deliver our amazing LIFE app.

2022 Q2 & Q3
2022 Q1

2022 Q4 & Beyond

2022 Q1
- Launch Life Staking Platform 1.0
- Complete website design overhaul
- Full-fledged marketing campaign
- Tier-1 exchange push
- Pursue bridge to L2 for optimized staking functionality
2022 Q2 & Q3
- Life app launch on iOS & Android app stores
- Multi-network wallet with Username functionality
- Continued expansion to top crypto exchanges
- Retail partnership business development focus
2022 Q4 & Beyond
- On/Off ramp banking integration
- Life Crypto Card
- Further explore cross-chain interoperability,
ecosystem growth, Life Crypto DEX

a new kind of
money
let’s make it easy.
For all inquiries, contact:
team@lifecrypto.life
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